SAFETY KNIFE BLADE REPLACEMENT (SK-4)
(Uses SKB, SKB-2S, SKB-2S-R, RSKB and HOB Blade)

Step 1. To remove the blade, slide the blade-slider about 1/2 way forward and line up center cross of lever with the slots on the stainless steel blade channel.

Step 2. CAREFULLY pull the blade slider up and this will disengage the used blade.

Step 3. Pull blade out and either flip over to use other side or if both edges are dull, replace with new blade. CAREFULLY remove the used blade and dispose in an approved container.

Step 4. CAREFULLY remove a new blade strip from the package and slide approximately 1/2 way into the knife (with point forward).

Step 5. Position the center cross of the blade slider over the hole in the blade and push blade slider down.

Step 6. Blade is now ready for use.
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BLADE CHANGE FOR LEFT-HAND USE (SK-4)
(Uses SKB, SKB-2S, SKB-2S-R, RSKB and HOB Blade)

Step 1. To remove the blade, slide the blade-slider about \( \frac{1}{2} \) way forward and line up center cross of lever with the slots on the stainless steel blade channel.

Step 2. CAREFULLY pull the blade slider up and this will disengage the used blade.

Step 3. Pull blade out and rotate 180°.

Step 4. Slide blade approximately \( \frac{1}{2} \) way into the knife (with point forward).

Step 5. Position the center cross of the blade slider over the hole in the blade and push blade slider down.

Step 6. Blade is now ready for use.